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Words by Alexis Hodoyan-Gastelum

Back in the mid-2000s when Korea was carefully crafting its second generation idols and laying the
ground work for the spread of Hallyu (Korean wave) worldwide, no one would have imagined that an
artist like Psy — satirically galloping through the streets of Gangnam – would become K-pop’s poster
boy in the west. It’s not exactly the vibe bubblegum groups like Girls’ Generation were cultivating at the
time.

“Gangnam Style” catapulted K-pop into the global spotlight and brought some of the first Hallyu ripples
to western shores. But the wave that continues to break. Superstar girl group 2NE1’s 3-year-old song “I
Am the Best” is currently being played on a Top 40 radio station in New York after being featured on a
Microsoft commercial and hitting number one on Billboard’s World Digital Songs chart the week of
October 11.

If “I Am the Best” selling 6,000 copies in one week, and the popularity of current groups like One
Direction and Little Mix, are indicative of anything, it’s that fans the world over are still hungry for girl
and boy bands to fangirl and fanboy out to. K-pop has been extremely successful at capitalizing on this
by super sizing everything that makes the girl group/boy band concept great. If it were an equation,
you would take the Spice Girls’ infectious pop anthems, add TLC’s R&B and hip-hop influences,
NSYNC’s synchronized choreography, and multiply Destiny’s Child’s style times 10.

The allure is clear, but when it comes to getting into Korean music, even an initial Youtube search for
groups can quickly become overwhelming. Every day in K-pop brings a new song, a new album, a new
group. And, while the hunt can be fun, even the most intrepid explorers can benefit from a map, a
compass, and a little help. That’s why we’ve curated this handy list for the K-curious (or the K-curious
in your life). But be warned: when taking your first steps into K-pop fandom – once you’ve got your
bearings, it’s easy to get hooked.

BTS is regarded as authentic hip-hop within K-pop because of their sound, the fact that some of the
members write their own raps, and the genuineness of their individual styles. In 2013, they debuted
with “No More Dream,” a ’90s inspired double bass hip-hop song that allows the vocals and raps to
take center stage. It’s an anthem for youth that calls for rebellion against society’s expectations and
encourages following your dreams, hence the vandalized school setting for the music video.
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EXO’s “Growl” starts off very “She Ain’t You” by Chris Brown. But instead of turning into a Michael
Jackson tribute, “Growl” is a soulful harmony-driven pop song with R&B and funk influences. The one-
shot music video consists of the 12 members (now 10, rapper Kris left the group earlier this summer
and vocalist Luhan recently filed for the termination of his contract) dancing in scarily tight
synchronization in a garage.

BIGBANG’s “Bad Boy” is a window into the mind of a guy that girls would simply call “a jerk.” The 2012
track, composed by BIGBANG’s leader G-Dragon and YG Entertainment’s resident producer Choice
37, is an R&B and European pop mix, with lyrics declaring of love for a girl in spite of the guy’s alleged
“bad boy” traits. It has catchy and easy-to-follow choruses and hooks, complete with the occasional
English lyric here and there. The differences in the members’ tones in their raps and melodies give
“Bad Boy” a smooth feel with great flow.
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2NE1’s “Come Back Home” is probably what “Go” would’ve sounded like if Rihanna had recorded it
instead of Grimes and Blood Diamonds. And while hip-hop and reggae were present in the group’s
earlier work, YG Entertainment producers Teddy, Choi Pil Kang, and Dee.P brought that influence
back and added electropop to create a roller coaster of a song. “Come Back Home” has constant
rhythm changes that might be hard to process at first, but it’s an interesting and unique listen
nevertheless. Each of the girls has a distinct style and voice that are featured at the perfect spot, such
as Bom killing it at the chorus and Minzy at the verses.

YG Entertainment finally gave 2NE1’s Beyoncé a digital solo single last year named after her self-
proclaimed on-stage persona “Baddest Female.” This track is uncommon in K-pop and even 2NE1,
since it’s mainly driven by CL’s laid-back rapping and the dubstep infused hip-hop in the arrangement
that complement her. For the west, however, it would fit in among the likes of Iggy Azalea or Brooke
Candy since it’s full of attitude and self-empowerment.

Beast’s main rapper wrote, produced, choreographed, styled, and directed “Flower,” his 2013 solo
debut. Yong Junhyung nonchalantly sweet raps his way through the low key, darker melodic hip-hop
song, and incorporates saxophones, jazz guitars, and keyboard to create a gloomy yet sexy post-
breakup song.  Junhyung’s lyrics tend to be in-touch with his emotions, as they are in “Flower,”
probably making him the Korean Drake.
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2NE1 Alexis Hodoyan-Gastelum BIGBANG BTS cl EXO Hallyu K-pop Orange Caramel
Yong Junhyung

Return to All lists

Orange Caramel has made a name for itself as the quirkiest, cutest and outright weirdest girl group in
K-Pop. Think Kyary Pamyu Pamyu minus only about 50 weird points. Their third single “Catallena” is a
Bollywood-inspired disco track that samples Punjabi folk music about having an innocent girl crush.
The music video for “Catallena” stays true to Orange Caramel’s decidedly odd brand by showcasing
them as sushi pieces and mermaids.

Follow Alexis Hodoyan-Gastelum at @PoshAlexis
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Aleeh Sanz · Facultad de Lenguas UAEM
BTS!!<3 2ne1&CL
Like · Reply · Nov 9, 2014 9:53am

Jocelyn Juice Steele
No SNSD?
Like · Reply · Nov 9, 2014 5:55am

GiGi Lawliiet · Works at L Lawliet
exo~ 
Like · Reply · Nov 8, 2014 8:44am

Madeuclxwn Diyosa · Rapper at Starship Entertainment(스타쉽 엔터테인먼트)
where's B.A.P?
I think non Kpop fans should see their Warrior, Power, No Mercy or One Shot.

Like · Reply · 5 · Nov 7, 2014 7:07pm

Emily D Whitaker · Artist at Tormented Sugar
PS i really liked CL Baddest Female I made this Pop Art portrait of her she's so sassy and
adorbs! http://www.pinterest.com/pin/470204017319757596/
Like · Reply · Nov 7, 2014 8:30am

Emily D Whitaker · Artist at Tormented Sugar
2NE1  that pic of the mermaids in fish packaging is adorbs! 
http://tormentedsugar.wix.com/sugarstudios

Like · Reply · 2 · Nov 7, 2014 7:47am

Daniela Osalde · Universidad Autónoma de Campeche
BTS and 2NE1...
Like · Reply · Nov 6, 2014 10:02pm

Trang Clover
YG Power    2NE1, CL and BB the BEST
Like · Reply · Nov 5, 2014 9:12pm
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